
Windows
PVC & ALU

www.wisniowski.eu
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Perfection in every detail 
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PVC windows
PRIMO
DEVELO 

W stands for world-class quality

W stands for well-thought-out comfort

We overlook each stage of window manufacturing, 
which has been confirmed by the prestigious IFT Quality 
Silver certificate! You can be sure that you are buying a 
comprehensive product.

WIŚNIOWSKI windows will protect you from the cold, 
heat, and noise. They give you the comfort and security 
you and your family deserve.

PERFECTION AS 
STANDARD

Looking for PVC 

windows for your home? 

Discover WIŚNIOWSKI 

WINDOWS and find out 

why they are the best 

choice!

WIŚNIOWSKI   |   Perfection in every detail  

up to

year warranty
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WIŚNIOWSKIwindows combine proven materials and state-of-the-art processes. 
This is why we manufacture the best windows. The W windows.

How are the PRIMO windows made? Scan the code  
and see for yourself! 
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Aesthetics
The V-Perfect seam is barely 
noticeable to the human eye.  
It makes it possible to obtain the 
effect of a perfect bond, which 
cannot be achieved using any other 
technology.  

Gaskets
A triple gasket system available in 
three colours: grey, caramel (available 
only in the PRIMO window), and 
black. Thanks to central tightening, 
better parameters are ensured 
and improve the joinery’s thermal 
efficiency, with the profile divided 
into a “dry” and “wet” chamber, 
thereby increasing the durability of 
hardware elements.

Glazing
The PRIMO windows use a 3-glass 
unit Ug=0.5 W/m2K infilled with 
argon and employ an optional warm 
edge between the panes available 
in 6 colours.

PVC window
DEVELO

High thermal insulation Colours and film coatings

W/m2K

Noise protection Warmth guarantee 

dB W/m2Koptions

PVC window
PRIMO 82

*applies to PRIMO 82

up to from as standard

Certified
Quality

Window

ID 229 8011551-3
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Aluminium  
Windows
FUTURO

UNLIMITED 
POSSIBILITIES

Aluminium is a material 

that will help you make all 

your dreams come true – 

from classic windows to 

magnificent façades.

It is a material that is well-
known for its exceptional 

durability. Choose ALU windows 
and enjoy their elegance for 

many years to come!

W stands for well-lit

W stands for design without constraints

Thanks to its durability, aluminium works perfectly with 
large-size glazing, which is becoming more and more 
popular.

The FUTURO series includes fixed windows, tilt-only 
windows, as well as patio doors, façades, and partition 
walls. It is the most comprehensive product collection for 
your home.

WIŚNIOWSKI   |   Perfection in every detail   
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Versatility
The FUTURO windows will be the perfect 
match for all types of buildings. You can 
choose their shape, size, and colour based 
on your needs – the possibilities are 
almost endless. Minimalist, simple design 
lines of the windows go hand in hand with 
the latest architectonic trends. 

Glazing
Aluminium windows – especially when 
used as marvellous façades or patio 
doors – make it possible to use the 
available light to the fullest. A brighter 
room helps you relax and can decrease 
the electricity bill.

Thermal insulation
A thermal break combined with a circum-
ferential central seal provides thermal 
comfort, so important for your family.

WIŚNIOWSKI windows combine proven materials and state-of-the-art processes. 
This is why we manufacture the best windows. The W windows.

Scan the code and see the production process  
of the FUTURO windows.  

FUTURO aluminium window
MB-79

Colours Windows for all kinds of needs Aluminium profiles Thermal insulation

W/m2Klarge size typesoptions
*from 0.64 W/m2K for fixed glazing 

and from 0.72 W/m2K for the 
openable window

from

*
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Safety

The PRIMO SkyMotion and SkyMotion Max patio doors combine the 
advantages of windows and doors. They guarantee security and safety 
for your home, while allowing the light inside to brighten the rooms. 
Thanks to a low threshold and easy operation, they ensure convenience 
whenever you go out to the garden or patio. The HST PRIMO is also 
available in the SkyMotion Max version with even larger glazing.

PRIMO PVC 
HST SkyMotion
and SkyMotion Max

5
YEARS

194 mm

Low 
threshold

Thermal 
insulation

0,69
Uw

from

PVC Patio Door

WARRANTY

The HST PRIMO patio door is covered 
by a warranty for up to 5 years.  

WIŚNIOWSKI – a partner you can 
trust.

Security 2

more light 

up
to

Glass panes
Double and triple glazing. The thermal  
insulation can be further improved with 
a warm edge available in 6 colours.  

Aesthetics 
The V-Perfect technology 
guarantees the perfect look of the 
windows for undeniable appeal.

Threshold thermal insulation
The PVC threshold structure maintains 
high thermal insulation, while the 
aluminium threshold covers raise its 
aesthetics to another level. 

A 5-chamber leaf with a depth of 
82 mm. Class A closed profile with an 
outer wall thickness of 3 mm. Makes 
it possible to manufacture large-size 
structures, while at the same time 
ensuring maximum tightness.
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Safety

ALU FUTURO
HST MB77 HI

The FUTURO aluminium patio doors offer even more options when choosing windows for your home. 
Durable and light, aluminium makes it possible to design panoramic glazing that will open your home to the 
surroundings, while at the same time providing access to natural light. More sun equals cheaper heating and 
better well-being!

Thermal 
insulation

0,84from

Large 
glazing

ALU Patio Door

Uw

Gorgeous!
Can be designed 
as openable 
corner glazing

smartCONNECTED

Glass panes
The tight glass panes let plenty of 
natural light inside, while at the same 
time protecting against the cold and 
heat.  

Low threshold 
A threshold which sits perfectly 
flush with the floor level is visually 
appealing and makes exiting and 
entering exceptionally convenient.

Durability
Aluminium is an incredibly durable 
material. The FUTURO windows will 
be a functional element of your home 
for many years to come! 

Profile
The most important structural 
element of all windows. Thanks to the 
thermal break, the profiles provide 
appropriate thermal insulation.
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A lifting mishandling device and leaf lifter. 
Protects the leaf against hanging solely 
on the bottom hinge and helps to close 
it shut. This makes the window safer and 
more convenient in use.

i.S. smart roller locking system  
Provides easy operation and 100% 
security. Thanks to an automatic height 
adjustment, the rollers always move easi-
ly and lock with precision.  

Bottom striker plate. Ensures complete 
precision. This element makes it possible 
to safely close the leaf shut even if the 
leaf drops.

1

7

8

Anti draught lock. Used in the RU leaf, it 
holds the tilted leaf in a fixed position 
even in the event of a draught.

Microventilation in the scissor stay. 
Each RU window is fitted with a 
microventilation feature for proper 
temperature and humidity adjust-
ment in the room.

2 3

1

2

WIŚNIOWSKI   |   Perfection in every detail   

You can choose more window accessories, e.g. for anti-burglary 

windows choose the i.S. strikers instead of the standard version 

and adjust the number to the selected protection class.

Hardware

3

7

8

4
6

4 5
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Anti-burglary strikers. (2 per leaf as 
standard). Improve the locking security. 
Make the leaf sit tight with the frame. 
The anti-burglary strikers are fixed with 
3 screws, which makes it harder to force 
the window open.

4
Multi Power. A hardly visible and innova-
tive element that can resist loads of up 
to 150 kg. Can be combined with a low 
threshold.

Komfort scissor stay. Thanks to a special 
structure, the scissor stay arm tilts or 
shuts the window by rotating the handle 
by 180 degrees. 

Central locking, i.S. smart rollers, and leaf lifter are all included in the base hardware 
accessories. Accessories available in the PRIMO, DEVELO, and FUTURO lines 

5 6

optional accessories
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UV

Low emissivity glass

• Energy savings
• Improved thermal comfort
• Cleaner environment

Tailored to you needs

Mat glassClear glass Stopsol brown Stopsol grey

Glass types

Solar control glass

• Protection from excessive sun
• Protection from photodegradation

Noise control glass

• Noise protection
• Higher comfort 
• Perfect near busy streets

Safety and security glass

• Protection against burglary
• User safety 
• Long-lasting durability

Decoration glass

• More privacy
• Interior or façade decoration

Two-way 
mirror

For technical reasons, the actual colours of glass panes may differ from those shown in the photographs. Please consult the dealer upon purchase.
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Hoppe HamburgHoppe Luxembourg ROUND ROUND K
with a key lock

BASIC BASIC K
with a key lock

BASIC P
with a locking button

available colours: 

white brown silver old gold titanium black mat
RAL 9005

CUBE CUBE K
with a key lock

CUBE P
with a locking button

Handles

Choose windows that will match the design 
of your dreams and make sure that they 
provide a consistent look with other  
elements of your home.

available colours: 

white brown silver old gold titanium 

Hoppe Atlanta

available colours: 

white silver old gold titanium

available colours: 

white silver old gold titanium black mat
RAL 9005

black

GATES   |   WINDOWS   |   DOORS   |   FENCES
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Choose windows that will match the 
design of your dreams and make sure 
that they provide a consistent look with 
other elements of your home. Scan the 
QR code and view the 
colour options.

You can either go 
with the classic single-
colour look or choose 
something a little 
different with two different colours, one 
on the inside, one on the outside.

Unleash your imagination! 

Choose from over  
80 colours!

Window colours

WIŚNIOWSKI   |   Perfection in every detail   

Film coatings
Isquaerit landit, noneseq. Isquaerit 
landit, noneseq. 

Film coatings

Golden Oak
2178001-167

Natural Oak
3118076-168

Woodec Turner 
Oak Malt – F4703001

Woodec Turner Oak 
Toffee – F4703004 

Douglas Fir
3152009-167

Dark grey silk
F436-7003

Swamp Oak
3167004-167

NEW

Irish Oak
3211305-1148

BEST SELLER

BEST SELLERBEST SELLER

Black Ulti-Mat
47097

Winchester
49240

Nut Brown
2178007

Anthracite Grey
4365003

BEST SELLER

BICOLOUR. Looking for diversity? Do not let yourself be limited by just one 
colour! Thanks to the bicolour option, the inner and outer surface of the window 
frame can be a different colour. This means even more possibilities in creating 
your dream home space. Enjoy the freedom of choice with WIŚNIOWSKI window 
individualization options.

Anthracite Ultramat
701605001

Platinum Grey
Ultramat
704000001

Graphite Black
Ultramat
901100001

Umbra Ultramat
800400001

BEST SELLER

Milky White Ultramat
901000001
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VEKA SPECTRAL

special colours  
(for PRIMO 76 and PRIMO 82)

BICOLOUR
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Colour, film coating or maybe something special?
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HOME INCLUSIVE colours

RAL colours

RAL 9010 RAL 7035 RAL 7037 Cast iron 

RAL 5004 RAL 5003 RAL 9005 RAL 7047

BEST SELLER

BEST SELLER

HI SMOKE GREEN HI WILLOW GREEN HI FERN GREEN HI DEEP GREEN

HI COMFORT GREY HI WARM STONE HI QUARTZ GREY HI BROWN STONE

HI TRUE BLUE HI MARINA HORIZON HI ANTHRACITE HI MODERN GRAPHITE

HI MOODY CORAL HI FLAME RED HI MODERN MAROON HI DEEP BROWN

BEST SELLER

BEST SELLERBEST SELLER

DECOR colours

WinchesterAnteak

Wenge 
(Dark Oak)

MahoganyEbony

Titanium Pinia Oak Concrete

BEST SELLER

BEST SELLER
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WIŚNIOWSKI windows
Inspiration
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WIŚNIOWSKI Sp. z o.o. S.K.A.
33-311 Wielogłowy, Poland 

The products shown in the photographic material often feature special 
accessories and do not always correspond to their standard versions • 
This brochure does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the 
Polish Civil Code. • The manufacturer reserves the right to introduce 
changes without notice. • NOTE: The colours shown in this brochure are 
for reference only • All rights reserved • Copying and use, in part or in 
full, is prohibited without the consent of WIŚNIOWSKI Sp. z o.o. S.K.A. 
• 03/23/EN

/wisniowski_official /wisniowski.group

Perfection in every detail
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Warranty
that lasts 

year 
warranty

WIŚNIOWSKI windows are covered by 
a 7-year warranty. This is just to be on 

the safe side, but we want you to know 
that you can always count on us.

Find a point of sale: https://www.wisniowski.pl/en/distribution

Choose a complete set. Garage door, windows, door, gate, 
and fence that combine the best qualities: excellent design, 
the highest quality, and modern technologies. It is an ideal 

combination for your home and everyday comfort!

WIŚNIOWSKI is a leader in the manufacturing of garage doors, gates, windows, doors, and fences. We take the best care of our customers to 
make sure they get solutions perfectly suited to their needs – products that complement their vision and design, and at the same time ensure 

the highest quality. WIŚNIOWSKI offers fully comprehensive solutions for people who want to make their dream homes a reality and experience 
them with all their senses. WIŚNIOWSKI is a brand for connoisseurs of perfection in every detail, who understand the importance of quality and 

want to make it a part of their lives.




